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Abstract: Nowadays, the incorporation and constant evolution of communication networks in
the electricity sector have given rise to the so-called Smart Grid, which is why it is necessary to
have devices that are capable of managing new communication protocols, guaranteeing the strict
requirements of processing required by the electricity sector. In this context, intelligent electronic
devices (IEDs) with network architectures are currently available to meet the communication,
real-time processing and interoperability requirements of the Smart Grid. The new generation
IEDs include an Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), to support specialized networking
switching architectures for the electric sector, as the IEEE 1588-aware High-availability Seamless
Redundancy/Parallel Redundancy Protocol (HSR/PRP). Another advantage to using an FPGA is
the ability to update or reconfigure the design to support new requirements that are being raised to
the standards (IEC 61850). The update of the architecture implemented in the FPGA can be done
remotely, but it is necessary to establish a cyber security mechanism since the communication link
generates vulnerability in the case the attacker gains physical access to the network. The research
presented in this paper proposes a secure protocol and Intellectual Property (IP) core for configuring
and monitoring the networking IPs implemented in a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA).
The FPGA based implementation proposed overcomes this issue using a light Layer-2 protocol fully
implemented on hardware and protected by strong cryptographic algorithms (AES-GCM), defined
in the IEC 61850-90-5 standard. The proposed secure protocol and IP core are applicable in any
field where remote configuration over Ethernet is required for IP cores in FPGAs. In this paper, the
proposal is validated in communications hardware for Smart Grids.
Keywords: cyber-security; Configuration Over Ethernet secure (COEsec); Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA); High-availability Seamless Redundancy (HSR); IEC 61850; Industrial communication;
Smart Grid; Substation Automation Systems (SAS); cryptography

1. Introduction
Smart Grids originated when information technologies were incorporated into generation,
transport and energy consumption networks. Smart Grids are constantly evolving, driven by the search
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for greater efficiency, by the growth of distributed power generation, by the increasing automation in
systems and the incorporation of user energy consumption data through smart meters. As a result of
these advances, the different networks involved in the Smart Grid environment are interconnected in a
single communication infrastructure, which forces nodes and devices of totally different nature and
functionality (heterogeneous) to coexist and inter-operate .
In this context, it is essential to develop and propose new Intelligent Electronic Devices (IED)
architectures, which allow us to establish communication with all levels of the substation (process, bay,
station) and outside it (markets, operations, service provider), allowing in turn real-time processing,
necessary in certain sections and operations of the Smart Grid.
In this regard, the need of flexibility makes FPGAs and reconfigurable devices in general the best
solution to implement IEDs that integrate a complex network infrastructure that can handle multiple
industrial communication protocols [1,2]. As a result, the newer IEDs [3–6] have adopted architectures
that combine SoC and FPGA to implement Digital Signal Processing (DSP), synchronization and high
availability networking combined with these on-the-fly ciphers.
These devices offer hardware-processing capabilities to achieve low switching latency times
and enough flexibility to adapt the design to specific customer requirements, protocols updates,
and complex protocol combinations (e.g., HSR and IEEE 1588). The equipment suppliers for these
industrial sectors are free to update their equipment if the standard changes (similarly with PRP and
HSR Ed 2 non-compatible with Ed 1). Moreover, IP business is mature for FPGAs, which allows the
time-to-market for this products to be dramatically reduced and scaled to the different agents requested
in the network topologies. Figure 1 shows a high-level block diagram of SoC+FPGA implementation
for a new-generation IED including IEEE 1588 support, HSR/PRP and SAS Crypto-core IP.

Figure 1. New generation System-on-Chip (SoC) based intelligent electronic devices (IEDs). Include
the IEEE 1588 support, HSR/PRP and Crypto-core IP.

As more functionality is added to the devices that are connected to the network, remote
configuration and firmware upgrading of devices containing a FPGA is an increasingly attractive
option. In this case, an alternative is to include in the design a module that allows remote
communication management. Among others, in [7–10] to manage Ethernet configuration frames,
they propose the use of a microprocessor-based module. This solution has the disadvantage that it is
costly in terms of physical resources and power required; furthermore, the complexity of the design
increases and the configuration speed decreases. A different approach, as proposed in this paper, is to
use a communication protocol that is transmitted over the same Ethernet channel of the networking
IPs infrastructure implemented on the FPGA (HSR, IEEE 1588, etc.). This solution removes the need
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for additional resources (microprocessors) and configuration links like Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI)
or Management Data Input/Output (MDIO).
Although the ability to remotely configure an system allows bug fixes or the addition of new
features, it also exposes these systems to security attacks. For example, in 2003, a nuclear plant crashed,
since its control network was infected by the Slammer worm [11]. Similarly, the computer worm
Stuxnet infected the software of many industrial sites in Iran [12]. More recently, a serious attack
to the Ukrainian Electric Grid has revealed the importance of enforcing security policies in critical
infrastructures [13]. The North American Equipment Council (NREC) reported the effects of a slammer
worm on the power utilities used in North America [14]. For instance, “the worm migrated through a
Virtual Private Network (VPN) connection to a company’s corporate network until it finally reached
the critical Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) network” [15].
To prevent future security problems in the last ten years, the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) has made a great effort concerning cyber-security on the electric utility industry [16].
IEC 62315 family of standards address security issues for the different power system operations and
communication standards defined by the IEC TC57 working group [17]. The IEC TC57 standards have
focused on the specific protocols and applications used in Smart Grid. In particular, IEC 62351-6 [18]
standard specifies the security mechanisms for protecting IEC 61850 communications [19] that are not
based on TCP/IP. In addition, it indicates the protection of Generic Object Oriented Substation Events
(GOOSE) and Sample Values (SV) frames with message authentication codes using the Secure Hash
Algorithm (SHA), which are digitally signed using Rivest, Shamir and Adleman (RSA) public-key
cryptosystem to provide source authenticity. However, RSA digital signatures have long execution
times that do not allow to meet timing requirements even though a high-end ARM processor with a
crypto accelerator are employed, RSA signature with 1024-bit keys cannot be computed and verified
within three milliseconds, which is the maximum transfer time required by some GOOSE messages [20].
The IEC 62351-6 standard is expected to be updated based on the security requirements defined in
IEC 61850-90-5 [21], which proposes the use of symmetric cryptography instead of digital signatures.
The purpose of symmetric cryptography is to minimize the negative impact that security measures
have on the performance of field devices.
Considering the recommendations defined in IEC 61850-90-5 to protect the information
transmitted over an Ethernet link, the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm will be
used as an encryption method. There are five traditional AES modes of operation recommended
by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [22]: Electronic Code-Book (ECB),
Cipher-block chaining (CBC), Output FeedBack (OFB), Cipher FeedBack (CFB) and Counter (CTR).
OFB, CFB together with CTR use a single encryption component, both to encrypt and decrypt messages.
AES modes of operation focus only on the problem of confidentiality and do not attempt to solve the
problem of authentication. The usual way to solve this problem is to combine the encryption algorithm
with a Message Authentication Code (MAC), such as, HMAC or CBC-MAC. However, the proper
combination of these primitives is complex [23].
In order to solve the problem of authentication, Authenticated Encryption (AE) operating modes
have been developed in the last decade. In particular, the encryption algorithm that allows additional
data authentication (AEAD). Among them, we can mention OCB, CCM, and GCM.
•
•
•

Offset Codebook Mode (OCB) is a very fast mode, it produces low overhead on the encryption
algorithm used, but it has the drawback of using patented techniques.
Counter with CBC-MAC (CCM), is considerably slower than OCB; however, the decrease in
performance is acceptable considered that there is no need to pay for patents.
Galois Counter Mode (GCM) can take full advantage of parallel processing, thus, reducing the
overhead. Therefore, it is more efficient than OCB and does not have the drawback of patents.

Analyzing the benefits and limitations of different modes of AES operation, we have used the AES
GCM mode of operation. The hardware implementation uses the AES core developed by Rudolf [24],
which requires ten clock cycles to perform encryption and authentication with a 128-bit key size.
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The research presented in this paper proposes a secure protocol and Intellectual Property (IP) core
for configuring and monitoring the networking IPs implemented in a Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA). The implementation on the FPGA side should be CPU-less, all-in-hardware, and compact
enough not to generate additional costs for the client and to provide security and incorporate a module
for authentication and message encryption.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, protocol design is presented. Section 3 summarizes
the implementation results. In Section 4, the proposed architecture is validated in a proof of concept
and it is experimentally validated using the data obtained in Section 3. In Section 5 a comparison
between the proposed and the existing schemes for the configuration of the FPGA through Ethernet
links is presented. Finally, Section 6 presents the main conclusions of this work.
2. Protocol Definition
The challenge of implementing a light chip-to-chip communication channel over Ethernet was
solved with the design of a Layer-2 protocol. This Configuration Over Ethernet (COE) protocol allows
remote access to FPGAs which implement switching infrastructure IPs. COE utilizes one of the
switch Ethernet data lines and the typical use of COE is accessing the internal registers of the IPs for
configuration and status reports. COE protocol can be used as a communication link between boards
set in different physical locations. Therefore, it is necessary to use protection methods for the data
flowing through the network.
In order to enable the use of this protocol in non-secure channels, a secure version of the COE
protocol called Configuration-over-Ethernet Secure (COEsec) was implemented. COEsec to secure
COE messages is based on certain features that use MAC Security, commonly named MACsec, which is
a security framework defined in the IEEE 802.1AE standard to secure communications between stations
that are attached to the same LAN and use the MAC service provided by IEEE 802 family of standards,
such as, wired Ethernet or Wi-Fi.
COEsec has the advantage of not requiring a CPU for its operation and has a small layout, while
it ensures the security in the access to the remote device by means of encryption and authentication.
The core of the IP is a cryptographic engine that is able to encrypt, decrypt, and authenticate COE
frames making use of the AES-GCM algorithm implemented on hardware. This protocol uses
a symmetric-key cryptography, which relies on the 128-bit AES-GCM algorithm to provide data
encryption and authentication. AES-GCM has been selected due to its cryptographic capabilities,
resource utilization, and achieved performance, especially in hardware implementations. However,
the protocol could support almost any cryptographic algorithm. COEsec IP was designed considering
the possibility of exchanging the encryption authentication module, so that it is easy to integrate
other algorithms.
This cryptographic engine is an all in hardware solution that provides a great balance
between performance and resources. Furthermore, this approach allows us to minimize the
latency while increasing the efficiency at the same time when compared to other software based
cryptographic solutions.
Figure 2 shows how networking IPs implemented in a FPGA can be securely configured by a CPU
located in the same network. In this scenario, the CPU is responsible for both generating and receiving
COEsec messages to configure the desired networking IPs. Furthermore, it behaves as a server that
allows remote configuration in WAN using higher level protocols such as HTTPS.
In order to provide the required information to secure the communications, a custom frame format
has been developed. COEsec messages are based on Ethernet frames that contain several specific fields
within the Payload that provide all the cryptographic information and the configuration data. Figure 3
shows a COEsec frame including protocol specific fields and Ethernet fields.
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Figure 2. CPU-FPGA communication. Networking CPU-less Intellectual Properties (IPs) implemented
in both FPGAs can be securely configured by a CPU located in the same network.

Figure 3. Configuration Over Ethernet secure (COEsec) frame format. (a) Data required for
encryption/decryption tasks (Channel ID and IV). (b) Encrypted configuration data. (c) Tag that
provides authentication and integrity to the messages.

As shown in Figure 3, COEsec data is divided in three main sections. The first one contains some
data required for encryption/decryption tasks (Channel ID and IV). The second one includes the
encrypted configuration data. Finally, a tag provides authentication and integrity to the messages.
The fields that form the COEsec frame are:
•

•
•

Channel ID: each COEsec communication is identified by a channel ID. This field is used to
associate the sender/receiver to its secret key that is used to encrypt/decrypt and authenticate
the messages. It is two bytes long. This field is stored in an FPGA register.
Reserved: it is a four-bytes long field reserved for future use. All of them must be set to zero.
IV: it is a twelve-bytes long initialization vector used for the encryption/decryption of the
messages and it is needed to provide randomness to the messages and to ensure confidentiality.
It is divided in two sub-fields: a random number and a frame number.
–

Random Number: it is an eight-bytes long random number that allows the encryption
algorithm to achieve semantic security and prevents an attacker from inferring relationships
between segments of different encrypted messages.

–

Frame Number: it is a four-bytes long frame number that identifies each couple of messages
(i.e., petition and response) exchanged between a sender and a receiver and, it is associated
to a certain channel ID. The sender should increase the frame number with each new frame.
In case of the sender using an invalid frame number, an automatic response message will
be generated, the response contains the same frame number that the petition received and
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whose payload will contain the valid frame number expected to receive for that channel ID.
When the maximum frame number value is reached, the value should be reset to zero.
•

Payload: it contains the encrypted configuration commands (both reading and writing operations)
and their respective responses. There are two types of COE commands: read and write.
To read a register, it is necessary to provide the address associated with the register to be read and
an operation identifier. The command would be as follows:
R( x )
where “x” is the memory address to be read (16 bits) and R is the identifier of the command
(R-Read).
To write a register, it is necessary to provide the address associated with the register to be
written, the data to be written to the register and an operation identifier. The command would be
as follows:
W ( x : d)

•

where “x” is the memory address to be written (16 bits), “d” is the data to write (32 bits) and W is
the identifier of the command (W-Write).
Authentication Tag: in order to prevent an attacker from modifying the messages,
an authentication tag is used (16 bytes long). This tag has been generated using a Hash function
which assures that if any of the bits of the authenticated fields changes, the tag will take a different
value. The authenticated fields are: Channel ID, Reserved, IV and Payload, as well as, the Ethernet
header (MAC destination, MAC source and Ethertype).

3. Implementation
In this section, the proposed secure protocol and IP core are evaluated according to the resource
utilization and module latency.
Figure 4 depicts the block diagram for implementing the proposed COEsec architecture.
The operation principle is described as follows:

COEsec IP
(a)
Rx_enc

Tx_dec

COESEC_DECRYPT

Ethernet frame check

FIFO
Check frame
number

Channel ID
Ethertype
Size

(b)
AES - GCM
Wishbone
Interface

Rx_dec

COE IP
AES - GCM

COESEC_ENCRYPT

(c)

Add fields
Channel ID
Reserved
IV

Encrypted Ethernet
frame

Tx_enc

Figure 4. Block diagram of the COEsec architecture implementation. (a) Module for reception,
validation, and decryption of COEsec frames. (b) Module to establish communication between the
COEsec and the IP core, all through bus Wishbone. (c) Module to generate, encrypt and transmit
COEsec frames.
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When a new Ethernet frame is received by the COEsec IP Core, at first, there is a check to deermine
whether the frame contains a valid Ethertype, whether it belongs to a valid channel (Channel ID),
and whether it has a frame size within the limits set in the IP configuration. If the validation is positive,
the frame is stored in a FIFO memory with several frames capacity. Otherwise, the frame is discarded.
The frames that have been stored in the FIFO memory are processed one by one. First, there is a
check to determine whether the frame number is valid for the channel associated with it or not. If the
frame number is wrong, the frame is discarded and a response frame will be generated. This response
frame has the same frame number, and the Payload contains the expected frame number for the
channel and 14 bytes to zero. Conversely, if the frame number, the Ethertype, and Channel ID are valid,
the frame is sent to an AES-GCM module, which is responsible for decrypting and authenticating
the frame. In this regard, if the frame is correctly authenticated it is sent, without the Channel ID,
Reserved, and IV fields) to the COE IP Core. Note that in this process the original Payload has been
replaced by the COE decrypted command. Conversely, if the frame is not authenticated, the frame is
discarded. The same operation is performed with the next frame in the FIFO memory.
Once a valid decrypted frame is sent to the COE, the COEsec waits to receive the COE response.
When the response is received, the Channel ID, Reserved, and IV fields are added to the received frame
by the COEsec IP Core and it sends the frame to the AES-GCM module to encrypt and generate the
authentication tag. Finally, the encrypted frame is built and it is transmitted.
In order to describe the hardware of the proposed architecture, the VHDL code and the synthesis
process for a reconfigured SoC XC7Z020 from Xilinx Zynq is used. This device is mounted on SoCe
SmartZynq industrial networking board, which is used to validate the proposed architecture.
The amounts of resources, in percentage, needed for implementing the proposed COEsec, shown
in Figure 4 are presented in Table 1. As can be seen, the implementation of the COE module without
the security protocol requires 2.48% of the resources in the worst-case scenario. If we compare with the
implementation of the encryption protocol (COEsec), an additional 6.44% of resources is necessary,
in short, the proposed COEsec implementation requires 8.92% of the total resources available on
the FPGA.
Table 1. Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) resources used for the COEsec module implementation.
Resources

COE
without Security

COEsec
with Security

Available

Percent COE
without Security

Percent COEsec
with Security

Slice Registers
Slice LUT
Block RAMs

1215
1318
0.5

4138
4748
5.5

106,400
53,200
140

1.14 %
2.48 %
0.36 %

3.89
8.92
3.93

If we compare the COEsec module with the switching infrastructure implemented in the FPGA
the overhead added to the design represents 37.41% of the entire used resources, as shown in Figure 5.
Table 2 summarizes this comparison.
Table 2. COEsec comparison with switching infrastructure implemented on the FPGA.
Resources

COEsec

Switching
Infrastructure IPs

Full Design

Percent COEsec

Percent Switching
Infrastructure IPs

Slice Registers
Slice LUT
Block RAMs

4138
4748
5.5

9522
7942
31

13,660
12,690
36.5

30.29 %
37.41 %
15.06 %

69.71
62.59
84.94

With the purpose of determining the COEsec latency introduced in the design, the architecture
presented in Figure 5 is implemented.
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(a)
PHY_1

P1

PHY_2

P2

PHY_3

P3

(c)

P1

ME S IP
(b)

P4

Timer 1588 IP

COE sec
COEsec
WB
Master

WB
Slave

WB
Slave

Wishbone Bus

FPGA

Figure 5. Architecture to measure COEsec timing. Includes (a) 4-port Managed Ethernet Switch (MES)
IP. (b) IEEE1588 Timer and Timestamping IP. (c) COEsec IP instance.

The architecture shown in Figure 5 comprises a 4-port IEEE1588-aware Managed Ethernet
Switch (MES) IP [25], an IEEE1588 Timer and Timestamping IP, a COEsec IP instance, and a simple
Wishbone [26] system interconnection architecture. The IP switching and timing infrastructure
implemented in the FPGA can be configured by means of any Ethernet ports, since all COE frames
are addressed to the COEsec IP that processes them and configures the IP through the Wishbone
Master interface. The proposed design is simulated by means of Vivado Simulator to verify its proper
performance. A screen capture of the simulation in the COEsec module is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. COEsec module simulation for writing frame. (a) The frame is captured (i.e., writing process)
initially. (b) Verify whether the Ethertype and Channel ID fields are valid. (c) The frames stored in
the FIFO memory are sent to the AES-GCM module, for decrypting and authenticating the frame.
(d) Finally, the data are sent to the COE IP, which decodes and executes the command COE.

Moreover, the simulations are used to determine the processing time of a COEsec frame from it
entering the core until the data is saved in the IP core register to be configured. In addition, simulations
for writing and reading frames using different transmission rates (e.g., 10 Mbps, 100 Mbps, 1 Gbps)
are performed, the results of which are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. COEsec processing times.
Type

10 Mbps

100 Mbps

1 Gbps

Reading
Writing

70.860 µs
78.196 µs

9.296 µs
10.152 µs

3.156 µs
3.364 µs
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4. Validation
The proposed architecture described in the previous section is validated in a proof of concept
using the configuration depicted in Figure 7. It is composed by a PC, an FPGA based card
(SMARTzynq Industrial Networking card [27]) and a multiport oscilloscope. In this scenario, a PC
is responsible for sending and receiving the COEsec frames, which are generated by means of
Python scripts.

RX+
Trigger

Rx
ETHERNET
PC

Trigger
Output

PHY_1

P1

PHY_2

P2
P3

PHY_3

P1

Pin_out

ME S IP

P4
Timer 1588 IP

COEsec
WB
Master

WB
Slave

Wishbone Bus

WB
Slave

FPGA

Figure 7. Concept-proof set-up for module COEsec. The oscilloscope is used to measure the time
required to process a COEsec frame since it enters the Ethernet interface until the internal register
is modified.

The COEsec module testing is performed as follows:
First, a ciphered writing frame to one internal register of the IP in the FPGA is sent from the
PC. Next, a reading frame to the previous register is sent from the PC. This command triggers a
response from the FPGA to the PC that is ciphered. The response (i.e., reply) frame is captured
through WireShark software. Finally, the frame is decrypted using a Python script that includes a third
party-implementation of the cipher suite, which delivers the register value that should match with the
value sent in the writing frame.
In order to measure the ‘real’ processing time (including the Ethernet PHY chips and additional
logic) an oscilloscope has been included in the set-up, Figure 7. The oscilloscope first channel gets the
Ethernet frame before entering the PHY in the Rx+ pin. The second channel is connected to the FPGA
pin linked to the state of the register, which is being configured. In addition, the second channel is
used as a trigger signal. Figure 8 details the setup outlined in Figure 7.

Figure 8. Snap-shoot of SmartZynq COEsec concept-proof set-up. (a) Multiport oscilloscope.
(b) SMARTzynq Industrial Networking card. (c) PC for sending and receiving the COEsec frames.
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Figure 9 shows the capture for a 10 Mbps writing frame. As can be seen, the time that it takes
from the frame enters to the PHY until a change on the output pin is 80.520 µs.

Figure 9. Writing frame capture at 10 Mbps. Frame reception to cryptographic processing end can be
seen. Total time from beginning of frame to output is 80.520 µs.

Moreover, the difference between the time obtained by simulation (i.e., 78.196 µs) and the time
obtained by the oscilloscope are is result of the latency produced in the PHY from entering the first
bit to the output of the first data through the Rdx(3:0) bus. In this case, the delay is 2.324 µs, which is
approximated to 2.18 µs according to the value specified in the datasheet of the PHY shown in Table 4.
Table 4. PHY receive latency timing.
Link

Parameter

Typ

Units

1000 BASE-T
100 BASE-T
10 BASE-T

Star of Packet to RX_CTL Asserted
Star of Packet to RX_CTL Asserted
Star of Packet to RX_CTL Asserted

236
357
2.18

ns
ns
µs

Furthermore, for measurements at rates of 100 Mbps and 1 Gbps, the first channel is connected
to the LED RX pin of the PHY, which reports when a frame is received. Figure 10 shows the capture
for a 1 Gbps rate obtaining a processing time of 3.364 µs, which is similar to the 3.756 µs obtained by
simulation. Note that for obtaining the total processing time, it is necessary to consider the latency
introduced by the PHY.

Figure 10. Writing frame capture at 1 Gbps. Frame reception to cryptographic processing end can be
seen. Total time from beginning of frame to output is 3.364 µs.

Finally, Table 5 presents the results obtained by simulation and in the real set-up. As can
be seen, the experimental results follow the evolution obtained in simulations. In addition, the
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similarity of the data presented in Table 5 highlights the correct performance and reliability of the used
measurement method.
Table 5. Simulation data vs. measurement.
Frame Writing

Rates

Simulation + PHY-Latency (µs)

Measurement (µs)

Percent Deviation (%)

80.376
10.509
3.600

80.520
10.650
3.364

0.18
1.34
0.47

10 Mbps
100 Mbps
1 Gbps

5. Comparison with Existing Schemes
In Table 6, a comparison between the proposed work and previous studies that focus on the
configuration of the FPGA through Ethernet links is presented. In [7–10] the FPGA designs including
a processor to manage Ethernet frames, which greatly increases the overhead of FPGA resources are
presented. In [7,9] use as encryption algorithm Output Feedback (OFB) and [8] uses Cipher Feedback
(CBC). In [28], algorithms implemented in the FPGA to manage Ethernet frames are used, but no
encryption method is used. In the proposed work the processing of the frames is performed using
algorithms implemented in the FPGA, this approach allows reducing the resource usage and the
processing time of the Ethernet frames. In addition, the proposed architecture utilizes the AES-GCM
as an encryption algorithm. It is clear that our solution uses fewer resources, which was to be expected
because in the implementation a microprocessor is not used to manage the Ethernet frames. In the
papers analyzed, there is no information regarding the processing time to make a comparison. In our
case, it was necessary to determine the processing time because the objective is to provide security in
the field of the Smart Grid where processing times are critical.
Table 6. Comparison with related works that focus on the configuration of a FPGA through Ethernet
links, regarding their type of implementation (method to manage Ethernet frames), security properties
(Encryption and Authentication), and the amounts of resources that are used in an FPGA (overhead).
Feature

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[28]

This Work

Microprocessor

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

no

no

Encryption

AES (OFB)

AES (CBC)

AES (OFB)

DES

no

AES (GCM)

Authentication

HMAC (256)

HMAC (256)

HMAC (256)

MD5

no

GMAC

Communication

Ethernet

Ethernet

Ethernet

local

Ethernet

Ethernet

Slice Registers

13,600

10,124

9740

-

1083

4138

Slice LUT

13,305

13,470

-

7102

13,862

4748

Block RAMs

65

35

69

-

117

5.5

DSP

10

3

7

-

-

-

Overhead (FPGA)

high

high

high

low

high

low

Resources

6. Conclusions
A solution for a secure protocol and IP core for configuration of networking hardware IPs
implemented in the FPGA using CPU located on the same network is proposed in this work. The FPGA
based implementation presented, proposing a light Layer-2 protocol, fully implemented on hardware
and protected by strong cryptographic algorithms (AES-GCM). The secure protocol and IP core are
validated in hardware used in cutting-edge Smart-Grid installations. The implementation results
highlight the small silicon footprint required to implement the solution, enabling it for cost-sensitive
CPU-less solutions but applying the state-of-the-art cryptographic algorithms. In addition, the timing
obtained for the on-the-fly decryption of the frames enables the extension of this approach to secure
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other critical control frames used in Smart-Grid environment. Future work in this topic will focus on
the research to integrate this approach over TSN networks and to analyze other AES implementations
that could offer similar results from the performance point-of-view, but with even more reduced
resources usage. The processing times of the ethernet frames show that this encryption method can be
applied to the guaranteed GOOSE and SV frames that are executed in the 3 ms recommended by the
IEC 61850 standard.
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